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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

In this chapter, the writer presents the conclusions and suggestion in the last 

part in this research. The conclusions are drawn based on the research problems. 

A. CONCLUSION 

1. Kinds of Phrase 

In this reaserch the writer analyzed 5 song’s lyrics in soundtrack of 

Aladdin movie. From the analyzing of phrases, the writer conclude there are 

five kinds of phrase that found in the lyrics, they are: noun phrase, verb phrase, 

adjective phrase, and prepositional phrase. All of them are not always appear 

in the lyric, there are two kinds of phrase not found in two song’s lyric. Adverb 

phrase not found in second lyrics of song that title “A Whole New World” and 

adjective phrase not found in the fifth lyrics that title “Friend Like Me”.   

2. Phrase Structure Rules 

The writer found that there are five structure rules occur in the five 

song’s lyric in soundtrack of Aladdin movie.  

a. The structure rule of Noun Phrase (NP). There are sixteen rules of noun 

phrase 

1. NP   det + N 

2. NP   N (pro) + N (PN) 

3. NP                         adv + N 
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4. NP   NP + PP 

5. NP   adv + NP 

6. NP   NP + N 

7. NP   N + PP 

8. NP   det + NP 

9. NP   adj + N 

10. NP   adj + NP 

11. NP             N (pro) + NP 

12. NP             det + NP + conj + adv 

13. NP             N + adv 

14. NP             adj + N + N 

15. NP            det + N + conj + N 

16. NP             det + PP 

 

b. The structure rule of Verb Phrase (VP). There are eleven rules of verb  

phrase 

1. VP   V (aux) + NP 

2. VP   V (aux) + VP 

3. VP   V (aux) + ADJP 

4. VP   V + pro 

5. VP   V (aux) + V 

6. VP   aux + ADVP 
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7. VP   adv + V 

8. VP   V + PP 

9. VP   adv + VP 

10. VP   adj + VP 

11. VP    V + prep 

 

c. The structure rule of Adjective Phrase (ADJP). There are four rules of 

adjective  phrase 

1. ADJP   aux + adj 

2. ADJP   adv + adj 

3. ADJP   N (pro) + adj 

4. ADJP   adj + adj 

  

d. The structure pattern of Adverb Phrase (ADVP). There are four patterns of 

adverb  phrase 

1. ADVP       v + adv 

2. ADVP       N (pro) + adv 

3. ADVP       V + ADVP 

4. ADVP       adj + adv 

 

e. The structure rule of Prepositional Phrase (PP). There are three rules of 

prepositional phrase 
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1. PP     prep + NP 

2. PP     prep + N (pro) 

3. PP      PP + V inf 

 

3. Phrase Mostly Found in the Lyric of Aladdin Movie’s Soundtrack 

Based on the result of the reasearch, the writer found 227 phrase. 

The first data found in noun phrase are 76 (33.5 %) data. The second is verb 

phrase 90 (39.6 %) data. The third is adjective phrase 5 (2.2 %) data. The 

fourth is adverb phrase 8 (3.6 %) data. The fifth is prepositional phrase  48 

(21,1 %) data. It conlude that the phrase that mostly found in five song’s 

lyric in soundtrack of Aladdin movie is verb phrase with 90 (39.6 %) data .  

 

B. SUGGESTION 

In this part the writer would like to contribute some suggestions for the 

considerations which are significant for the readers, and the other researchers. 

1. For the students 

The readers especially the students who are willing use this research for 

reference, hopefully:  

- This research will be a contribution and an additional source about 

syntax which can give clear understanding in analyzing kinds of 

material especially in phrase.   
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- This research is able to assist English departement students 

understanding and appreciating Linguistics field through it. 

- The students can learn about syntax especially phrase not only from 

English book but the students also can learn from English song lyrics in 

movie.  

2. For the teachers 

The readers especially the  teacher who are willing use this research for 

teaching, hopefully:  

- The teachers can teach English syntax about phrase using English song 

lyrics. 

- The teachers can use this research as inspiration to teach English using 

others media besides English book. 

- The teachers can explain about syntax easily by using English song 

lyrics.  

3. For the future researcher 

The writer suggests to future researchers who are interested in conducting 

the same fields in syntax to: 

- try to analyze syntax not only from English books but from others 

media. 

- try to analyze about syntax in different context not only about phrase. 

- get new findings of knowledge dealing with syntactic study. 
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The writer truly realizes that this thesis is still far from being perfect, so 

the constructive criticism and suggestons from the readers are expected to 

make it perfect. Hopefully it will be useful for the readers especially for the 

lecture and students of English Education Departement of UIN Sultan Maulana 

Hasanuddin Banten. Finally the writer hopes that this thesis can be used as 

reference for those who are interested in studying syntactical study. 

 


